
































































Booklet A

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10

1 1 3 1 2 4 4 1 3 1

Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20

2 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 4

Q21 Q22 Q23 Q24 Q25 Q26 Q27 Q28

1 4 3 1 1 3 2 1

Booklet B

Q29 Q30 Q31 Q32 Q33 Q34 Q35 Q36 Q37 Q38

D H A N G P L B E J

Q39 Q43 Q47

Q40 Q44 Q48

Q41 Q45 Q49

Q42 Q46 Q50

Q51 Q56 Q61

Q52 Q57 Q62

Q53 Q58 Q63

Q54 Q59 Q64

Q55 Q60 Q65

Q66

Q67

Q68

Q69

Corridor Have Choosing

SCHOOL : METHODIST GIRLS SCHOOL

LEVEL : PRIMARY 6

 SUBJECT : ENGLISH

TERM : 2021 PRELIM

Goes Stimulate Creativity

Is Acknowledge Spruce

flexibility connection Consideration

Since Into Abundant

More content Source

Father wanted to know why Siti had chosen that venue for her birthday party.

Where as Is

Eaten Also Sight

either has cranny

Everyone, except Sam and Neil, has signed up for the talent contest.

You will be late for the interview unless you hurry.

Out of curiosity, Sumei peered through the window.
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Q70

Q71

72

Q73

Q74

75

Q76

Q77

Q78

Q79

Q80
The tiger's cubs might be killed by the villagers and they did not want cubs to pose a danger to them.

No other pupil is as sensible as Raju in the class.

She enjoyed the momentary coolness from the river.

1.The tiger showed no signs of going away.
2.The tiger showed no signs of going away. She realized that was pregnant and needed to protect child.

Exaggerated

a) False :
b)False : The glare of its eyes had also changed into a bored expression.Soon , the tiger law down with its huge 
paws stretched out infront.
C) Mamood said / stated that the women and children would not go out of their house until the tiger is killed 
children would not go out of their house until the tiger is killed.

The headman told the crowd that a tiger was not a pleasant thing to have wandering near their village.He wanted 
the 
tiger to be destroyed without delay.The men were afraid as they knew how dangerous it was to track and kill a 
tiger 
at night , especially when the dense forest gave the tiger and advantage to hide and strike.

a) when the tiger lay down with its huge paws stretched out infront.
b) the idea if having the tiger killed.
C) Mamood being a sharp shooter.

a)She was afraid and stood still.
b)They panicked.

Fatima felt sad while the villagers were happy when the tiger was killed.

She felt guilty that she had told the headman about the tiger and caused its death / she could have done 
something to save the tiger.
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